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IHTRODUCTION

Importance of Grain Sorghum in Kansas Economy

Grain sorghums have increased in Importance in Kansas since about 1940.

This increase can be attributed to less land planted to wheat due to acreage

allotments, the awed for another cash crop in years when wheat fails, and

realisation of its importance as a feed grain. Total production has also

been increased by the development of new varieties and better methods of

production. The ability of grain sorghum to withstand drought gives sons

assurance to the producer of having a feed grain in drought years when

conditions are unfavorable for corn production in the corn producing areas*

For the ten-year period of 1947-1956 Kansas farmers sold 65 percent of

their grain sorghum production on the cash market. This average compares

with 1955 when 63 percent was sold and 60 percent in 1956. It was estimated

2
that 74. percent of the 1957 Kansas crop would be sold by the producer.

Table 1 shows the increase in Kansas farm value of grain sorghum since

1947. Grain sorghums have ranked from third to fifth in farm value of all

crops from 1947-1956 and it is estimted that they were second to wheat in

1957. Corn has ranked from second to fourth during this same period. In

1954 grain sorghum ranked third to wheat and alfalfa hay while corn was

fourth. By percentage comparison in Table 1 the farm value of grain sorghum

as compared to the farm value of corn shows that grain sorghums have gained

considerably on corn in the period 1947-1956. For the rocord crop of 1957

^Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Price Patterns, p. 15,
Z
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Field and Seed Crops jjy. States .

1256-£Z» p. 16.



Table 1* Kansas fare value! All crops, corn for grain, and grain owguuna,
and percent grain sorghums are of all crops and of corn for grain
1947-1956, 10 year average, and 1957.

: Farm Value i Farm Value * Farm Value «Farm Value of »Farm Value of
Tear » of All tof Corn for: of (Grain Sorghum:Grain Sorghum

i rope » Grain »Grain Sorghums Percent of : Percent of
t s t :Farm Value rFarm Value of

|

s : iAII Croos :Com for Gra^l
(thousands} (thousands) (thousands)

1947 912,364 $ 79,003 $21,429 2.3 27.1
1948 730,308 104,831 28,963 4.0 27.6
1949 538,665 77,872 30,365 5.6 39.0
1950 679,393 123,932 45, 6.7 37.0
1951 618,006 '39,230 76,795 12.4 86.1
1952 944,554 71,496 29,102 3.1 40.7
1953 556,911 56,591 35,542 6.4 62.8
1954 675,012 43,651 56,293 3.3 115.7
1955 510,472 34,910 33,472 6.6 95.9
1956 513,845 31,535 30,483 5.9 96.7

10 yr. ave.
1947-56 663,003 71,805 38,834 5.8 54.1

19571 515,831 41,607 103,303 20.0 248.3

Preliminary estimate.
Source J Kansas State-Federal Crop Reporting Service.

it was estimated that the farm value of grain sorghum was 243.3 percent of

the farm value of corn in Kansas.

With this increase in value, grain sorghums are also becoming important

ss s surplus crop in Kansas. Markets other than local and in the state are

needed to a greater degree than before.

Purpose and Probli

Wayne M. Shirk in his thesis on Marketing Grain Sorghum £n Kansas stated

that, "Kansas farmers have not obtained aaxinrum return from their sorghum



grain production."1 Shirk concluded in his study that farmers did not get

returns because they sold at the wrong; time of the year.

This study was to determine whether Kansas sellers were taking advantage

of price differences between markets at a given point in time. A snail part

of a spatinl equilibrium problem has been studied to see if the grain sorghaa

market was in equilibrium. To do this the economic theory that "under

competitive conditions, the price to the producer would be the central market

price less the cost of transportation services between the Droduction location

and the consuming center" was applied. 2

If an equilibrium was found between the producing area and the consuming

area considered, it would be indifferent at to where Kansas grain sorghum was

shipped. But, it was felt that an equilibrium did not exist within the

structure of the grain sorghum market. The period covered was from July 1,

1955 to December 31, 1957.

The partial spatial equilibrium used was made up of the consuming

markets of Washington, California, and Kansas City. Kansas was considered

part of the main producing area of grain sorghums. The study was limited to

an area south of a line from Salina through Goodland, and west of a line

from Salina through Wichita, since almost all movement west was from this area.

Procedure and Assumptions

Grain sorghum prices for Los Angeles, Seattle, and Kansas City, and

!wa3HJayne M. Shirk, Marketing Grain Sorghum in YJUT II
Unpublished Master's

Thesis, Kansas State College, 195o7p. 2.
Earl 0. Heady, gooaomlcp o£ A/yiculture Production and. Resource Us*,

p. o4<£«



movements of ;"rain sorghums to California, Washington, and Kansas City were

analyzed. Freight costs (f.o.b.) from Kansas to these three markets were

deducted from the prices of each market. This put the prices of the markets

considered on the same basic level.

Prices for Los Angeles were obtained from Feedstuffs. Volume 27, No, 26

through Volume 29, lio, 52, These prices were listed as nominal terminal

market prices and were for the latter part of each week, Los Angeles prices

were considered to be representative of terminal market prices in California,

since local prices in California should be reflected on the Los Angeles market,

Seattle prices were received by letter from P, L. Doctor, Agricultural

Statistician, who copied the prices from the records of the Seattle Grain

Exchange, These prices were Friday quotations or the closest marketing day

to Friday, Seattle prices were considered to be representative of terminal

market prices in Washington, since one of the largest feed manufacturers in

the state, the Washington Cooperative Farmer's Association, set a price on

grain sorghums which was reflected on the price at the Seattle Grain Exchange.

Kansas City prices were taken from the Kansas City Grain Market Review .

1955-1957, and were Ho, 2 nominal, Friday quotations.

Data on grain sorghum movements, which will be discussed later, were

obtained from the records of the Kansas Entomological Commission. Carlot

receipts in Kansas City were taken from the Kansas pity Grain Market Review .

It was assumed that a very large percent of the carlot receipts in

Kansas City were from Kansas and further that these receipts came chiefly

from the area in Kansas which was covered in the final analysis of this

study. A partial basis for this assumption was from toe results of a survey

*P, L, Doctor, letter to author, March 5, 1958.



made in the summer of 1955 in which Kansas State College participated in a

North Central Region Cooperative Research Project on country elevator

marketing operations. It was found from this study that western Kansas was

a surplus area, while large quantities were sometimes shipped in for resale

locally in eastern Kansas. Southeastern Kansas country elevator managers

reported that two and one-half as much grain sorghum was sold to local

farmers as was locally received from producers in the area.

It was further assumed that the largest part of the carlot receipts in

Kansas City remained there since it is the second largest feed manufacturing

center in the United States. Based on this assumption flat freight rates

to Kansas City were used in this study. If proportional rates had heen used

during certain periods of time a better market than Kansas City might have

been located east of the Kansas City market.

The procedure used for each section will be specified in the text.

SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF GRAM MMHM

Gen."; '-1

Table 2 shows the flow of grain sorghums in the United States as they

snove from producer to the consumer. This has been based on a ten-year

average of 1947-1956. Eighty-three and six-tenths percent of the average

total supply was determined by production while carryover contributed 1 .

percent each year.

The consumer receives his grain sorghums mainly in the form of live-

stock products. Small amounts of grain sorghums are used in this country for

making alcohol. The exports from this country are used largely for food

products by the foreign countries.
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Historical su oly and distribution data were obtained from the following

U. S. Department of Agriculture publications! Grain and feed statistics

Through 1956 . Statistical lulletln No. 159j The. Feed Situation . October, 1957;

and Crop Production . Annual Summry £2 States . 1947-1957.

Production

United States i Production of grain sorghums has been variable, since

this crop has been used lar ely as a substitute for whea and cotton when

these crops had to be abandoned. The major producing states are Texas,

Kansas, and Oklahoma. This is an area of very hazardous weather conditions,

thus grain sorghums are suitable since they are a droug t resistant crop and

require a long rowing season.

For a ten-year period (1947-1956) average production in the United States

was 161.8 million bushels. This compares with a higdi, until 1957, of 242.5

million bushels in 1955. In 1957 the all time high of 562.0 million bushels

of grain sorghums was produced In the United States. This was 2.3 times

larger than the 1955 crop and 3.5 time the ten-year average.

The three state area of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas over the ten-year

period (1947-1956) produced 84.3 percent of the United States production.

This compares to 63.0 percent in 1957 when this area produced 2.3 times its

ten- ear average. Toward the end of the 1947-1956 period a decline was noted

in the percentage of production in this area of the total production. Further

analysis shows that from 1947-1956, 87.5 percent of the United States pro-

duction was from the selected Great Plains states of South Dakota, Nebraska,

Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. Eighty-three percent of the total 1957 production

was in this Great Plains area.



In number of bushels Texas, Kansas, and Oklahoma are not producing less,

but that rather the Northern Great Plains states have increased their pro-

duction. Percentagewise of the total United States production this has

caused a slight movement from Texas, Kansas, and Oklahoma to the Northern

Great Plains states and along the western edge of the Corn Belt. Development

of better adapted varieties has probably caused this movement to areas which

have more rainfall and shorter growing seasons. This allows grain sorghums

to be planted instead of corn.

Figure 1 shows the changes which have been taking place in grain sorghum

production. Missouri, Iowa, and Nebraska have mads the largest gains in pro-

duction. This trend differs from that noted by R. J. Doll in 1952 when he

stated that grain sorghum production was on the decrease in Missouri. Since

that time Missouri production has risen very sharply. This upward trend

which appears to be taking place Includes states surrounding Missouri to the

south, east, and north and reflects the substi ution of grain sorghums for

corn. The production increases in the Southwest could very well be caused

by the use of irrigation on arid land.

Kansas t Kansas produced 19.6 percent of the United States production

over the ten-year period. The record high for Kansas, until 1957, was 57.3

million bushels in 1951. This compares with the ten-year average of 31.3

million bushels. Twenty-three percent of the United StateB production in

1957 was produced in Kansas which recorded a new high of 129,1 million

bushels, 2.3 times larger than the previous high of 1951.

Production has been raainl. in the southwestern t ird of the state with

central and southcentral areas being next. In 1955, 55.1 percent of the

R. J. Doll, Grain Sorghum in the Great Plsi,ns Economy, p. 10.
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grain sorghun production was located in the western half of the section out-

lined in Figure 2, and 71.6 percent for the whole outlined section. For the

1956 crop 46.8 percent of total production was in the western half and 59.6

percent for the outlined area. In 1957, 47.4 percent was in the western half

and 63.3 percent of the production was produced in the outlined area.

Figure 2 shows the top ten producing counties of £:rain sorghums in

Kansas for 1955-1957. Production in Kansas has mainly been in the south-

western two-thirds of the state.

Non-Feed Uses

Since about 1944 exports have been of importance in the distribution of

grain sorghums for non-feed uses. For the ten-year period of 1947-1956, 24.4

percent of the total disappearance le"t the United States through exports.

This movement to foreign countries has been due to grain sorghums being

relatively cheap compared toother grains. 1 From 1947-1956, an average of

33.7 million bushels was exported each year compared to an average annuel

production in Kansas of 31.3 million bushels.

The remaining part of non-feed uses of grain sorghums goes for food and

industrial uses and seed. Six and six-tenths percent of the total disappear-

ance was used for food and Industrial uses iroa 1947-1956 while 1.4 percent

was used for seed. Some of the industrial uses of grain sorghums are

industrial alcohol, tapioca, flour used in wall board, paper and cloth

sizing, adhesives, and drilling mud for the petroleum industry.* A wet-

*R. J. Doll, Grain Sorghum in the Great Plains Economy, p. 19.

. K. Ross and H. H. Laude, Growing f;orfthums in Kansas . Kansas

cultural Kxperiment Station Circular 319, p. 13.
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processing plant at Corpus Christi, Texas, which produces starch and starch

products, has been Increasing the quantity of grain sorghums used for food

purposes.

Feed for Livestock

Grain sorghums used for liv stock feed have been of major importance

throughout the history of grain sorghum production in the United States. In

1929, 97 percent of the total production for that year was fed to livestock,

lighty-four percent of the 1956 production went for livestock feed and it is

estimated that 77 percent of the 1957 production will be used for this

purpose. Percentagewise this shows a drop, but in total bushels there has

been a large increase due to the Increase in production. In 1929, 43.6

rrdllion bushels were fed to livestock. This compares with 1947 and 1956,

when 65.4 and 172.6 million bushels, respectively, were fed to livestock.

FREIGHT HATES FOR GRAIN SORGHUHS

Transcontinental Freight Rate Groupe

The United States has been divided into several transcontinental freight

rate groups by the Interstate Comnerce Commission. Freight rates are set on

these groups for the rail movement of certain cocrodities to the Pacific and

Atlantic Coasts. Competitive forces and a desire to simplify tariffs for

long hauls have resulted in these freight rate groups being established.

Kansas has been divided into three transcontinental freight rate grops.

The groups are represented on Figure 3 by areas B, A and C, and D. This

Kenneth W. Meinken, The Demand and Price Structure for Oats . Barley .

M| • - : --. :<: c , . .
.--. of Lealtors 3 35u Btfuw

Ko. 1010. op. 15-16.
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identification is that of the author and differs from that used by the

Interstate Commerce Commission and the railroads. Group B as used in this

study is actually Group I as used by the Interstate Commerce Commission and

the railroads, while Groups A and C are Group G, and Group D is Group F.

This change in identification was made for convenience in presenting this

study. Group G was subdivided effective November 16, 1956 by the Interstate

Commerce Commission into Groups A and C, as used by the author, for the

application of reduced freight rates to grain sorghums shipped to the South

Coast (which includes California, Nevada, Arizona, and Western Utah), These

reduced rates to the South Coast were to meet the competition of motor-carriers

2
and itinerant true ers and applied to Groups B and C.

One set of freight costs for a carlot of grain sorghums shipped to the

South Coast from any point of origin within a particular freight rate group

in Kansas would be the same. Another set of freight costs would apply in a

similar situation on grain sorghums ship ed to the North Coast (which includes

Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Western Montana)

•

Freight Rates Used in Problem

Freight rates as they apply to the transcontinental groups in Kansas

with changes are shown in Table 3 for the 30 month period under consideration.

In the final analysis the basic freight rate plus three percent transportation

tax was used, since three oercent of the rate to Kansas City would be less

than three percent of the rate to the West Coast. Thus, making a cent or two

difference in the margin between Kansas City and the West Coast.

J5. Philip Locklin, Economics of Transportation, p. 197.
Interstate Commerce Commission, Grain From Groups I arri J Orinin to

Pacific Coast , p. 135.
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Freight ratea are different from each point of orirdn In each freight

rate group in Kansas on shipment8 made to Fanirr City. Therefore, certain

points of origin vere chooson to be the most representative for the groups

under consideration (B and C).

Garden City was used as the origin in Croup B for shipments made to

Kansas City. This origin was centrally located in the main producing area of

this group. Saliaa ad Wichita were used as the origins for Group C ship-

ments to Kansas City. Rates are the sa~e to Kansas City from these two

origins. All rates used ap .lied to cars of a minimum weight of 30,000

pounds.
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MOTBOBT OF KANSAS GROWS GRAIN

Source of Obtaining Movements to Western States

Data concerning the movement of grain eorghums from Kansas to the West

Coast was obtained from the records of the North and South Divisions of the

Kansas Entomological Commission. Figure 4 shows these divisions. Offices

for the North Division are located at the Department of Entomology, Kansas

State College, Manhattan, and for the South Divi sion at the Department of

Entomology, University of Kansas, Lawrence.

The data vers taken from certificates which must be issued to all cars

or trucks of grain sorgbuma shipped to certain Western States. These

certificates state that the grain being shipped is free of infestation of

the European corn borer. In February 1950 all of the atatea wsst of, and

including, Colorado put into ofi'ect quarantines which would help stop the

European corn borer from spreading to these states. This was due to the

rapid spread of the borer westward during the nwaii of 1949. The quarantines

stated that *»11 corn and grain sorghums shipped rem the European corn borer

area (which included Kansas) had to be passed through a half-inch mesh

2
screen. This screened out all foreign matter w ich was larf-e enough to

harbor the larvae of the borer. After the grain had been screened it was

certified by the state entomologist of the Division from which it was shipped.

Since 1950 the borer has spread into the Eastern counties of Colorado

and that state subsequently removed the quarantine. This leaves eight states

which still carry the quarantine at the present time. These are Washington,

-"Kansas Entomological Com ission, 22nd Biennial Report . 1949-1950 . p. 14.
Kansas Entomological Cossdssion, 24th Biennial Report . 1' 5?-195

,4 P p. 7.
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Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico.

Since the Division offices usually destrcy their inspection certificates

after two fiscal years data could be obtained only from July 1, 1955 until

tho study closed December 31, 1957.

Movement From Kansas Entomological Divisions to the Vest Coast

Table 4 shows movement of grain sorghums out of Kansas to seven Western

states from the Entomological Commission's Divisions. New Mexico was not

included in the table since during the 30 month period studied there was no

movement from Kansas to that state.

For the first 18 months (July 1, 1955 - December 31, 1957) movement by

railroad from the North Division was quite small, accounting for only 2.0

percent of the total movement from the state. The remainder of the movement

from the stats moved from the western half of the South Division. Of the

644 carlots shipped from Kansas during this 13 month period 390 carlots or

60,6 percent of the total movement was designated for Washington, 24.3 per-

cent or 160 carlots to California, and 13.4. percent or 36 carlots to Oregon.

The remaining 1.2 percent or eight carlots were shipped to Nevada, Utah, and

Idaho.

In 1957, 42.7 percent of the railroad movement was from the North

Division, while the remainder (57.3 percent) was shipped from the South

Division. It was noted that the largest part of the shipments from the North

Division moved from the southwestern counties of this Division.

During the 30 month period 35.7 percent or 1,351 carlots of the total

state movement were shipped from the North Division. Eighty-seven and

seven-tenths percent of this movement was designated for California and Utah.

For this same period 64.3 percent or 2,426 carlots of the total movement to the
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west was from the South Division. Movement to California from the South

accounted for 64.6 percent of the total South Division shipments, while

shipments to Washington and Utah added another 30.3 percent. For the state

63.0 percent or 2,330 carlots moved to California and 30.4 percent or 1,148

carlote moved to Washington and Utah.
•

Movement From Freight Rate Groups to the West Coast

After obtaining the movement data from the Entomological Commission the

movement was broken down into the freight rate croups in Kansas, which have

previously been mentioned. This break down has been shown in Table 5.

For the first 18 month period covered 3»4 percent of the movement by

railroad to the Western states concerned was from Group A, 32,6 percent from

Group B, and 64.0 percent from Group C. In 1957, or the last 12 months of

the period, 0.2 percent of the movement by rail was from Group A, 86.4 percent

from Group B, 13.3 percent from Group C, and 0.1 percent from Group D. For

the total 30 month period 3,747 carB or 99.2 percent of the movement by rail

left Groups B and C.

Since the movement of grain sorghums during the period studied was

heaviest from Groups B and C the remainder of this study was devoted to

these area.

Movement to Kansas City

Movement from the rate groups in Kansas to Kansas City was not pin-

pointed as was the case of the western movement. As was stated earlier the

assumption was mads that a very large percentage of the carlot receipts in

Kansas City were received from Kansas during the period considered. A

further assumption was that this grain came from freight rate Groups B and C.
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During the 30 month period analyzed in thic study there was a constant

receipt of grain sorghums in Kansas City. For the first six months covered

there were 1, 19 carlots received in Kansas City or an estimated 3.2 million

bushels. In 1956, 2,456 carlots were received or 4.9 million bushels, and

in 1957, 8,500 carlots or 17.0 million bushels.

Truck Movements

Sixteen trucks bearing certificates moved during the 30 months. This

was the equivalent of about four railroad cars. Since movement of grain

sorghums from Kansas by truck was to small it was not considered in the'

spatial problem. Trucking of grain sorghums was generally done by itinerant

truckers, therefore, it vas difficult to set trucking rates to use in an

equilibrlun problem.

Grain sorghums which are trucked generally go as a secondary product

back to the area from which the trucker came with a primary product. There-

fore, the trucker wishes to pay his expenses back and if a profit can be

realized he will take advantage of it. It appeare that trucking rates

generally run around 85 percent of railroad freight rates.

Large quantities of grain sorghums are trucked from Texas to California

and during the 1955-1956 season almost all movements were by truck. From

July 1, 1953 to June 30, 1954, 91 truck loads of ^rain sorghums left the

South Division of the Kansas Entomolo leal Commission carrying quarantine

certificates.2

^Interstate Commerce Commission, Grain From Group jC and J Origins to
Pacific Coast , p. 135.

'Kansas Entomological Commission, 24th Siennla]
,
Report . 1953-1954,, p. 15.
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PRICE DIFFERENTIALS BETWEEN LOS AK , SEATTLE, AND KANSAS CITT

Cash Price

The 30 month period included in this study was broken down into 131

weeks. Price of grain sorghums, per hundredweight, at Los Angeles, Seattle,

and Kansas City was listed for each respective week for which It could be

obtained. Los Angeles terminal market price was quoted 115 weeks out of the

131 weeks in the study, while the Seattle Grain Exchange quoted prices for

only 65 weeks. Kansas City price was quoted for all 131 weeks. Lack of price

data for Washington was due to the fact that since grain sorghums are not

grown in Washington prices are quoted only when grain sorghums are actually

traded.

For the reminder of this study Los Angeles terminal market price will

be referred to as the price for California, and the Seattle Grain Exchange

price as the Washington price.

From the weekly prices for the throe markets the freight rates as they

applied to Groups B and C were subtracted. Using the data for Group B and

the week of January 1-7, 1956 the actual grain sorghum price in California

MM 2.675, ift MsjUUsjIon 2.750, and in Kaasm* dtp -• 11 -
vrcirht M*M

from Group B during this same week were 99.9 cents to both California and

Washington, and 33.1 cents to Kansas City. All prices and freight costs

are per hundredweight. After subtracting the freight rates from the actual

prices the net prices were $1,676 for California, Cl.751 for Washington, and

1.729 for Kansas City,

1
p. L, Doctor, letter to author, March 5, 1953,
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The next step was to take the net Kansas Cit price from the net

California and Washington prices for each respective week. This gave a

argin for California and Washington above or below the Kansas City price.

For the example of January 1*7, 1956 the price differential for California

was 5,3 cents below the Kansas City price, while Washington was 2.2 cents

above the Kansas City price.

On a 100,000 pound carlot shipped from Group B to California this

would mean that the total amount received for this carlot in California

would be |53.00 less than if it was shipped to Kansas City. In Washington

the total received for the car would be $22,00 more than Kansas City.

This procedure was used for both Groups B and C, with the results shown

on Figures 5 and 6 for these groups, respectively. The worksheets from which

the above example was taken and which were used to derive each point on Figure*

5 and 6 appear in Tables 8 and 9 in the appendix.

In Figure 5 the range in the differential for California was from 43.0

cents below the Kansas City price in June 1956 to 42.9 cents above the Kansas

City price in September 1957. Washington price differential ranged from 18.9

cents below in June 1956 io 36,5 cents abo • it September 1957. California

price was below Kansas City price 6? weeks, above 47 weeks, and equal one

weak for Group B. Washington price was elow 12 weeks and above 53 weeks

for the same croup.

For Figure 6 the range in toe price differential for California was from

49,2 cents below Kansas City in August 1956 to 26,9 cents aiove in September

1957. The price differential for Washington was from 28,2 cents below

Kansas City price in June 1956 to 26,2 cents above in September 1957, In

Group C, California price was below Kansas City price 96 weeks and above 19

weeks. Washington price was below Kansas City 46 weeks and above 19 weeks.
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Loan Price

Government support prices for terminal markets were token for the three

crop years of 1955-1957 for California and Kansas City. Washington did not

have a support price for the first two crop .ears concerned, but a support

price was set in 1957 due to the availability of storage in that state.

For the 1955 grain sorghum crop the terminal market support price in

California was §2.63, per hundredweight, while at Kansas City terminals the

support price was 2,22. The California terminal market support price was

$2,34 in 1956 and 22.73 in 1957, while at Kansas City the support price for

terminal markets was 12.42 in 1956 and £2.31 in 1957. Washington terminal

market support price for the 1957 crop was $2.73.

The same procedure was used for the loan price differential as in the

cash price differential. For example, the loan price for the 1955 crop was

$2.63 in California and $2.22 in Kansas City. On January 1, 1956 the freight

rate from Group B to California was 99.9 cents and 38.1 cents to Kansas City.

After subtracting the freight rates from the California and Kansas City loan

prices the net loan price for California was 51,631 and $1,339 in Kansas City.

In this ewanple, for January 1, 1956, California terminal markets held a

negative margin of 20.6 cents compared to Kansas City terminal markets on

grain sorghums stored under povermnent loan. On a 100,000 pound car the

shipper would have taken §208. less for his stored grain in California

than in Kansas City.

Following this procedure the loan price differentials were calculated

for Groups R and C for the three crop years, taking into account the freight

rate changes. The results showed that Kansas City held an advantage for the

1955-1957 crops in the loan rate over California an for the 1957 crop over
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Washington for grain sorghums shipped for storage from Group C. The

California margin ranged from 13 .4 cents below the Kansas City rate for

the 1957 crop to 33.2 cents below Kansas City in March 1956 for the 1955

crop. Up to December 31, 1957 the Washington margin was 39*1 cents below

Kansas City for the 19 ?7 crop shipped out of Group C.

Kansas City also hold a loan advantage over grain sorghums shipped

from Group B to California for the 1955-1956 crops. The range was from 0.7

cents below Kansas City price in December 1956 for the 1956 crop to 23.9

cents below Kansas City price in March 1956 for the 1955 crop. For the

1957 crop California held a margin of 2.9 cents above Kansas City on grain

stored under the loan rate up to December 31, 1957. Washington was 28.5

cents below Kansas City for the 1957 crop up to the end of 1957.

Government support prices for grain sorghums stored in terminal ware-

houses are based on grain grading No. 2 or better and which contains 13

percent or less moisture. The warehouse has to be approved for storage.

KLATIONSHIP OF MOVEMEST S3 RESPONSE TO PRICE

California and Washington

Shipments made to California and Washington from Groups B and C in

Kansas were divided into three categories for the 30 month period. Comparisons

were made when California and Washington had a cash price advantage over

Kansas City, when the cash price was disadvantageous, and when shipments

moved during a week when no cash price was quoted for California and

Washington. These comparisons are shown in Tables 6 and 7 for Groups B and

C, respectively.
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Table 6. Grain sorghums t Shipments from Group B to California and Washington,

when there \ras a cash price advantage, disadvantage, or no cash price

reoorted, compared to Kansas City price July 1, 1955 to December 31,

1957.

:N'o T
Shipments to California I.Tien : No. Shipments to \ ashington When

•

t

: iNo Price
Price : Price : Reported

Advantage J Disadvantage: in Calif.
: Price
lAdvantagi

i

: Price
3tDisadvuntf! e

: No Price
: Reported
: in Wash.

1955
1

2 5 15 31

1956 5 11 76 21 5

1957 17^9 30 54 14

Total 1754 13 30 135 36 50

Percent
of Total
Shipment!

ach
State

5

97.6 0.7 1.7 61.1 16.3 22.6

July 1, 1955 to December 31, 1955.

As shown in Table 6, 97.6 percent or 1,754 of the 1,797 cars designated

to California during the 30 month period from Group B moved when California

held a price advantage over Kansas City. Thirteen cars or 0.7 percent of the

total shipments moved to California when there was a disadvantage in the

price, while 30 cars or 1.7 percent moved during weeks when no cash price

was reported in California. Eighteen of the 30 cars shipped when no cash

price was quoted novod during weeks when the loan rate was favorable in

California over the Kansas City loan rate. The largest movement made to

California from Group B was during the latter 17 weeks of 1957 during which

the cash price was favorable over Kansas City, except for one week when no

cash prxc6 w-.ij reportod.
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Table 7. Grain sorghums i Shipments from Group C to California and Wasiiington,

when there was a cash price advantage, disadvantage, or no cash price

reported, compared to Kansas City price, July 1, 1956 to December 31,

1957.

:No
t
Shipments to California iJhen : No. Shipments! to 'Jashinrtton When

: : :i«o Price :

: Price : Price sReported :

: Advantage: Disadvantage: in Calif.:

• •
* •

Price : Price :

Advantage : Disadvantage

:

No Price
Reported
in Wash.

19551 13 8 13

1956 3 124. 2 13 157 29

1957 274- 7 13 13 K 30

Total 277 144 15 26 179 72

Percent
of Total
Shipments
to Each
State 63*5 33.0 3.5 9.4- 64.. 6 26.0

x
July 1, 1955 to December 31, 1955.

Out of 221 shipments designated for Washington from Group B, 61.1 percent

or 135 cars moved when Washington held a cash price advantage over Kansas City.

Sixteen and three-tenths percent or 36 cars were shipped when price was

unfavorable in Washington, and 22.6 percent or 50 cars moved when no cash

price was quoted in Washington.

There were 30 weeks when California price held a margin above Kansas

City price that there were no shipments to California from Group B.

Washington had 27 weeks when it held an advantageous margin and had no

shipments designated to it from Group B.

Ninty-seven percent of the movement, 1,74-3 out of 1,797 cars shipped

*\ Group B to California, moved when California held a cash price advantage



over Kansas City far a period of four or rore weeks in succession. Ons

hundred ten of the 221 cars, or 49.3 percent, designated for Washington

moved during a likewise period of time. The rest of the movement to

California and Washington made during a cash ^rice advanta e over Kans

city noved when the advantage was held fror one to three weeks in succession.

All 36 cars ship;«d from Group B to Washington at a price disadvantags

move imme lately following weeks when Washington held a price advantage

over Kansas City.

Sixty-three and one-half percent of the shipments from Group C to

California, as reported in Table 7, were mads when California held a cash

price advanta :e over Kansas City. This accounted for 277 cars out of a

total of 436 shipped from Group C to California during the 30 months studied*

One hundred-forty-four cars or 33.0 percent moved when the cash price in

California was dissdvsntageous, while 15 cars or 3.5 percent were shipped

when no cash price was reported. Most of the shipments designated for

California when the cash pries was unfavorable moved in \he first six months

of 1956 before the reduced freight rates went into effect on ?n*ain sorghums.

Only 9.4 percent of the shipments designated from Group C to Washington

moved when Washington held a cash price advantage. During the 30 months this

accounted for 26 of the 277 shipments made. Sixty-four and six-tenths perceut

or 179 cars out of 277 staved when the cash pries was disadvantageous, while

72 cars or 26.0 percent moved when no cash price was reported.

From Group C there were eight weeks when shipments were not received in

California when this state held a cash price advantage over Kansas City*

Washington had ten weeks when it held a cash price advantage, but received

no shipments.
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Sixty-one and nine-tenths percent of the movement from Group C to

California was made when a cash price advantage wat held over Kansas City

for four or more successive weeks. This was 270 of the 436 cars designated

for California. The 26 cars shipped to Washington under a favorable cash

pries moved during the four or more week period. All other movement to

California under favorable cash price conditions moved when the cash price

advantage was held from one to three weeks in succession over Kansas City.

One hundred percent of the 179 shipments from Group C, designated for

Washington when a price disadvantage was held by Washington, moved during

periods when Washington was holding a negative price differential for five

or more successive weeks. None of these shipments moved during weeks

immediately following a positive price differential. Ninty-six and one-half

percent of the 144 shipments to California from Group C moved when California

held a price disadvantage with Kansas City for five or more weeks in succes-

sion. The remaining 3.5 percent moved immediately following positive price

differentials in favor of California.

Effects of Western Movement on Kansas City Movement

During all the weeks when either California or Washington held a cash

price advantage Kansas City was receiving carlots of grain sorghums. When

there was movement to California or Washington it appeared at no time to

cause decreased movement to Kansas City.

For the 131 weeks in the study there was an average of 95.5 carlots

per week of grain sorghums received in Kansas City. The range for this

period was two cars in the second week of February 1957 to 1,730 cars in

the second week of December 1957. In February 1957 receipts were wry small,

but at this particular time no shipments were made west. This was following
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the snail crop of 1956. Farm stocks on hand and production appeared to

influence the carlot receipts in Kansas City.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Grain sorghums are becoming of increasing importance to the Kansas

farmer as a cash grain and, also, as a feed grain. This study was concerned

vith the effectiveness with which grain sorghums were marketed for cash and

covered the period from July 1, 1955 to December 31, 1957.

According to economic theory an equilibrium in price should exist between

the producing and consuming area. Kansas was considered the producing area

in the partial spatial equilibrium problem which was analyzed, while Kansas

City, California, and Washington were designated the consuming area. For

grain sorghums shipped out of Kansas the equilibrium was not found in the

market. Wide fluctuations wore found between the California - Washin iion

markets compared to Kansas City. The extreme example was when California

price differential ranged from A3.0 cents below to 42.9 cents above the

Kansas City price during the 30 month period studied for Group B.

Reduced freight rates added to the cash price advantage which California

scaetlmee held over Kansas City. For the first half of the period studied

movement was mainly to Washington, but after the reduction in freight rates

went into effect the movement changed to California. Freight rates were

reduced to met the competition of other carriers.

Movement to California from freight rate Groap B in Kansas was found to

be made 97.6 percent of the time when price conditions were favorable in

California over Kansas City. Therefore, it appeared that the Kansas seller

was taking advantage of this market when price was favorn le.

It appeared that all shipments, from Group B to California and Washington
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when these states were at a price disadvantage vere caused by a lag in

shipments coopered to price. Movements made to Washington when no cash price

vas reported might have been on a contract basis, since this movement

mimed not to be accounted for by a lag in the market.

For shipments designated from Group C to Washington and California the

full advantage of cash prices appeared not to be taken. Of the 33.0 per-

cent of the total shipments made during a price disadvantage to California

96.5 percent were made when California had held a negative price differential

for five or more successive weeks. One hundred percent of the 179 cars

shipped to Washington at a price disadvantage were also during a period of

five or Hjore successive weeks when Washington held a negative price

differential with Kansas City. Therefore, the shipments which moved under

a price disadvantage appeared not to be caused by a lag in the shipments

compared to price.

Carlot receipts of grain sorg urns in Kansas City which were assumed to

be from the main producing area of Kansas were not affected during the periods

of favorable prices in California and W s ington.

The price differential suggested that greater quantities of grain

sorghums should have moved to California and Washington (relative to movement

to Kansas City) if the greatest opportunities for profit had been realised.

Even though the Kansas sellers have not taken full advantage of the

California and Washington markets this does not fully support the original

assumption that these markets should have an effect upon the number of

carlot receipts in Kansas City.

It was noted that In Group B the lowest price differential for California

and Washington below Kansas City appeared during the seme month (June 1956)

and that the highest price differential over Kansas City for both states was



September 1957, The situation in Group C was similar. T io minus differential

could possibly have been due to any increase in price in the Kansas City area

in June 1956 in expectation of a snail crop in the fall of 1956. The high

positive differential in September 1957 may have been due to the large crop

which was almost ready to be harvested. Possibly price decreased in the

Kansas City area in exp station of large quantities being available during

harvest, while this probability did not effect the Western markets.

Another possible reason for price fluctuations could be the character-

istics of grain sorghums to pick up moisture while in storage (elevator or

moving in cars). In conversation and correspondence with grain men this

factor was pointed out as being one of the chief problems with the 1957 crop,

A carlot of grain sorghums testing 13 percent moisture in Kansas might be U

or 15 percent when it arrived in California. This was of major concern when

grain was shipped for government storage, since the loan rate calls for 13

percent or less moisture.
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Appendix* WORKSHEETS TOED TO ANALYZE PRICK

DXfTEREHTXALS AND MOVEMENT.

The following worksheets (Tables 3 and 9) were used in deriving the

points plotted on Figures 5 and 6. Procedure used appears in the written

discussion of this subject.
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Kansas farmers have found an Increased Importance In the utilisation

of grain sorghums as a cash crop. With this increase has ooae the need for

new markets outside of the producing area. The purpose of this study was

to determine whether Kansas sellers were taking advantage of price differences

between markets at a given point in tine. This study was particularly con-

cerned with the effectiveness with which Kansas grain sorghums were marketed

during the period July 1, 1955 to December 31, 1957.

The economic theory was taken that prices of grains vary regionally,

because they are chiefly reflecting costs of transportation from producing

areas to consuming areas. From this a partial spatial equilibrium problem

was set consisting of Kansas as the producing area and of Kansas City,

California, and Washington as the consuming areas. A specified producing

area w s stated for Kansas which was an area south of a line from Saline

through Goodland,and west of a line from Salina through Wichita. This area

included two of the four transcontinental freight rate groups in Kansas.

Terminal market prices for grain sorghums were taken from Kansas City

and Los Angeles, while prices for Seattle were from the Seattle Grain Exchange.

These prices represented one day in each week, therefore, all other data

used was broken down into periods of 131 weeks. To put these prices on an

equal basis the transportation costs from the two transcontinental freight

rate groups used in Kansas, referred to by the author as Croups B and C,

were subtracted from the actual Los Angeles and Seattle cash price to give

a net cash price. Freight rates from Garden City in Group B, and Salina and

Wichita in Group C were used to obtain the Kansas City net price.

To find a price differential the Kansas City net price was subtracted

from the Los Angeles and Seattle net price. This differential then gave a

margin for the two western markets above or below the Kansas City net price.



For the remainder of the study Los AngeleB terminal market price van referred

to as the California price and Seattle Grain Exchange price as the Washington

price.

The equilibrium was not found in the market for grain sorghums shipped

out of Kansas, Wide fluctuations were found between the California -

Washington markets compared to Kansas City. An extreme example was when

California price differential ranged from 43.0 cents below to 42.9 cents

above Kansas City price during the 30 month period studied for Group B.

Movement of grain sorghums from Kansas was then compared to these price

differentials. Source of movements were obtained from airopean corn borer

certificates which are issued by the Kansas Entomological Commission to all

shipments of grain sorghums moving from Kansas to eight Western states.

Carlot receipts in Kansas City were taken from the Kansas City Grain Market

Review and were assumed from a previous study to be mainly from the area

studied in Kansas.

Hinty-seven and six-tenths percent of the movement to California fron

freight rate Group B in Kansas was made when price conditions were favorable

in California over Kansas City. Therefore, it appeared that the Kansas seller

taking advantage of this market when price was favorable.

It appeared that all shipments, from Group B to California and Washin ton,

when these states were at a price disadvanta e were caused by a lag in

shipments compared to price. Movements made to Washington when no cash price

was reported might have been on a contract asis, since this movement s—an
'

not to be accounted for by a lag in the market.

For shipments designated from Group C to Washington and California the

full advantage of cash prices sosaod not to be taken. Of the 33,0 percent

of the total shipments made during a price disadvantage to California 96,5

percent were made when California had held a negative price differential



for five or acre successive weeks* One hundred percent of the 179 oars

•hipped to Washington at a pries disadvantage vers also during a period of

five or sore successive weeks when Washington hold a negative price differential

with K&nsce City. Therefore, the shiposnts which noved under a price dis-

advantage appeared not to be censed by a lag in the shipnents compared to pries*

Carlot receipts of grain sorghums Is Ksnsae City which ware essuasd to

be from the main producing area of Kansas vers not affected during the periods

of favorable prices in California and Washington*

There wars sany vesks when California and Washington h.-ld s pries

advantage, but ttasrs was no aovaasst to these states* The pries differential.

therefore, suggested that greater quantities of grain sorghuns should have

noved to California and Washington (relative to nieveneut to Kansas City) if

the greatest opportunities for profit had been roaliawd* Fveu though the

Kansas sellers have not taken full advantage of the California and Was in ton

narketc in all eases this does not fully support the original assumption

that these esarkets should have an effect upon the nunber of carlot receipts

in Kansas City*

The lowest and highest pries differentials for California and Washington

over Kansas City for Groups B and C occurred during similar periods of tlae*

Possible reasons for this could have been changes in pries in one area

(Kansas City) in oapeetaticn of the coning crop which were not reflected to

the West Coast markets 1n—rtistely. Also, the problem of -rain uoi glwsa in

picking up aolsture while in storage nay have United shipments to the West

OMUL


